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1. INTR~DIJCTION 
Let D be a domain of the complex n-space C”. A stochastic process 
z, = (Zj ) z; )...) Z:) taking values in D is called a conformal martingale if 
Z;, Zp Zf , 1 < a, /? < n, are continuous local martingales. In this paper we 
look at a general class of symmetrizable diffusion processes on D which are 
simultaneously conformal martingales. We first characterize this class by a 
certain family of pairs (0, m) of closed positive currents w of type 
(n - I, /1- 1) and everywhere dense positive Radon measures m on D. We 
then study pluripolar sets in relation to the hitting probabilities of diffusion 
processes in our class and thereby give a probabilistic characterization of 
pluripolar sets. 
Perhaps it is worthwhile to state our results first in purely analytical term:, 
without referring to any probabilistic concepts. For LL, and m as mentioned 
above, we say (w, m) to be an admissible pair if the symmetric form 
d(u. u) = +j du A d’c A w. u, I* E C; (D). (1.1) 
1) 
is closable on L’(D; m). Then the closure 7 is a C;; -regular, local, Dirichlet 
form on L’(D; m) such that functions za, 1 < a < n, and z’?z’, I < a, p < II. 
are F-harmonic. We prove in Section 2 that, conversely, any Dirichlet form 
possessing such properties admits the expression (1.1) by a certain 
admissible pair. 
A set E c D is called pluripolar if, for each point z E E, there exist a 
neighbourhood U = U(z) and a plurisubharmonic function u on U such that 
En U c U- ‘(-co). The totality of admissible pairs is denoted by ‘?I and we 
let 
3, = ((w, m) E ‘3 : m charges no pluripolar set }. 
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For (w, m) E U, we denote by Cap (w,m) the capacity defined by the Dirichlet 
form associated with (w, m). In Section 3, we prove the following 
implication: 
E is pluripolar =P Cap’“9m’(E) = 0 for any (cu, m) E ‘?I,. (l-2) 
It is desirable to get a converse implication for a reasonably small 
subfamily at 3,. To this end, consider the set P of all plurisubharmonic 
functions on D. For each p E Pn L:,(D), the k-times exterior product 
(ddcp)“k = dd’p A a.. A dd’ p is well defined and gives us a closed positive 
current of type (k, k), 1 < k < n, [ 11. We let 
P,={pEPnL;,(D): (ddcp)A(“-“A(ddcIz(2)>g+ln, 
for some strictly positive continuous function g on D}, where p, denotes the 
volume form. It can be seen that each p E P, generates an element 
(w m) E ‘% by 
(o = (&fp)“(n-‘), m = (dd’p)“(“-I) A dd’(zl*. (1.3) 
In this case we write the associated capacity simply as Cap”” instead of 
Cap (w,m). The following implication will be proved in Section 4 when the 
domain D is strongly pseudo convex, 
CapcP’(E) = 0 for any p E P, * E is pluripolar. (1.4) 
A C*-function p on D is called strictly plurisubharmonic if the matrix 
{a*P(z)laz,aZq}l<=,4<n is strictly positive definite at every point z E D. Let 
P, be the set of all strictly plurisubharmonic C*-functions. Then P, c P,, but 
we can not replace P, by P, in the implication (1.4). In fact, the Dirichlet 
space associated with p E P, by (1.3) is locally equivalent to the Sobolev 
space Hi. Consequently Cap@‘(E) = 0 if and only if E (CR*“) is of zero 
Newtonian capacity. There exists, however, a nonpluripolar set of zero 
Newtonian capacity. In order to get a statement like (1.4), we must therefore 
consider a little larger class than P, including nonsmooth functions. 
The self-adjoint operator associated with (0, m) E ‘u admits a symbolical 
expression 
1 dd’yl A cc) 
=W=T dm ’ 
which is reduced to, up to a constant, the Laplace-Beltrami operator 
associated to the Klhler form 2iaap (=dd’p) for p E P, if we take 
w = (ddcp)A(“-‘) and m = (dd’p)““. But in general L cannot be reduced to 
such a second order elliptic partial differential operator in the ordinary sense. 
According to a general theory [2], there corresponds to each (w, m) E ‘u 
an m-symmetric diffusion process M(OVrn) = (Z,, P~Wqm))LED on D such that 
Z, is a conformal martingale under the law Pjw*m) for Cap’“.m’-q.e., z E D. 
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We have then the equivalence (I 2 I), 
Cap ‘wq”‘(E) = 0 0 Pp”‘(a, < co) = 0 for m-a.e., z E D, (1.5) 
foraBorelsetEcD,wherea,=inf{t>O:Z,EE). 
Actually we shall prove the implications (1.2) and (1.4) by restating them 
probabilistically by (1.5). When D is bounded, we consider the extremal 
function uz of a set E c D defined by 
uE = sup(v: u E PfT L”. z’< 0, c’< -1 on E}. 
It is known that the set E is pluripolar if and only if u,*= 0. After observing 
that any nonpositive plurisubharmonic function is a submartingale along the 
sample paths of M (w~m) for each (0, m) E U, we show the relations between 
the extremal function and hitting probabilities, 
- 1. u,*z)f(z) m(dz) > Ppy) (a, < a> 
” D 
forany(w,m)E’U,. (1.7) 
- (_ U;(Z)./-(Z) V(dz) = sup Prf:(a, < co), 
’ I) PEP! 
K compact, (1.8) 
holding for any nonnegative integrable function f: V denotes the Lebesgue 
measure on D. Implications (1.2) and (1.4) are consequences of (1.7) and 
(1 .S), respectively. 
It should be emphasized that, by a diffusion process on D, we mean a 
collection {P,, z E D} of probability measures on a sample space. z 
indicating the starting point of sample paths. Exceptional starting points z of 
m-measure zero are allowed in our statement of inaccessibility. For instance. 
in connection with an example in 18, Section 5 1, let us consider a complex 
straight line E = (z E @” : z* = . . . = zn = 0) and a two dimensional 
Brownian motion b(t) with variance 4t defined on a probability space (Q, P). 
When n 2 2, E is pluripolar in C ’ and yet the process 
Y(t) = (b(t), o,..., 0) E C” is under P a conformal martingale staying always 
on E. But we rather consider a collection (P,, z E 81’ } of measures defined by 
P;(A) = P(Y(e) + z E /i) and then we see that E is PI-inaccessible whenever 
z E C” -E. This diffusion process corresponds to the pair (1.3) for the 
plurisubharmonic function p(z) = Ct _ 2 z, Z;, . 
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2. CONFORMAL MARTINGALE DIFFUSIONS AND ADMISSIBLE PAIRS 
Let w = (~,dlGa,4Gn be a matrix of complex-valued Radon measures on 
D which is positive definite, namely, C,,n=, &&uJ,~ is a positive Radon 
measure for any {E C. o can be identified with a positive current of type 
(n - 1, n - 1) by the following formula: w A (idz”) A dFB = wan, where the 
left-hand side denotes the exterior product of a current and a (1, 1)-form. 
Together with df = af + $ we adopt the notation d’f= i = i($ - af) and 
we define 8, for o as above, by (1. I), where C?(D) denotes the space of 
real-valued C-functions on D with compact support. Then we have 
(2.1) 
and we see that B is a nonnegative definite, real-valued symmetric bilinear 
form on C:(D). 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that a positive current w of type (n - 1, n - 1) is 
closed. Then 
u, u E C?(D). (2.2) 
In addition, let m be any positive Radon measure on D such that, for some 
constant c > 0. 
m>c x co,,, supp(m) = D. 
a=l 
Then the symmetric form 8 on C:(D) is closable on L’(D; m). 
ProoJ The closedness of the current w implies J d(ud’ v) A w = 0, 
u, v E C;(D). Equation (2.2) is immediate from this. Since each man is 
absolutely continuous with respect to the measure m satisfying (2.3), we 
have 
a@, u) = - x I 
a? u 
cr.4 aza azL? aaB dm9 
where aan = (dw&dm) E L”(D; m). In particular k?(u,, v) + 0, u E CF, 
whenever u, E CF and u, + 0 in L’(D; m). Hence, the symmetric form B is 
closable. Q.E.D. 
We say that (w, m) is an admissible pair if w is a closed positive current 
of type (n - 1, n - l), m is a positive Radon measure with supp(m) = D, and 
the symmetric form (1.1) is closable on L’(D; m). 
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Given a closed positive current w of type (n - 1, n - I), any choice of a 
measure m satisfying (2.3) yields an admissible pair (w, m) by virtue of 
Lemma 1. For instance, we may let m = C, w,, if r LL),, is everywhere 
dense and m = C o,,- + V otherwise, where V is the Lebesgue measure of D. 
Now suppose that we are given first a diffusion process M = (Z,, P,) with 
state space D. M is called symmetrizable if there exists an everywhere-dense 
positive Radon measure m on D such that the transition function p,(x. E) of 
M satisfies JI;p,(x, E) m(dx) = .TEp,(x, F) m(dx) for any Bore1 sets E and F‘. 
m is said to be a symmetrizing measure of M. The Dirichlet form of J is 
then well defined by 5’[V] = %‘(a), 8(u, tl) = (flu, \/-AU). where A 
is the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup on L*(D; m) determined by p, 
and (3) is the inner product in L’(D; m). We let F,((u, c) = Z(U. D) + (u. r’). 
If C$(D) is an 8,;-dense subset of g [a 1, we say that Y is C,“-regular. Then 
the associated capacity for compact set Kc D can be defined by 
Cap(K) = inf{gl(u, u): u E C:(D), u > 1 on K}. (2.5 1 
which can be extended to any set as a Choquet capacity. The set of zero 
capacity has such a probabilistic characterization in terms of v as in (1.5). 
In what follows, q.e. means “except on a set of zero capacity.” 
We denote by % the totality of symmetrizable diffusions P’ = (Z,. P, ) on 
D such that the associated Dirichlet form is C,“-regular and Z, is a 
conformal martingale with respect to P; for q.e. z E D. The second statement 
of the next theorem has been proved in (71. 
THEOREM 1. (i) For any M E ‘6 with symmetrizing measure m. there 
exists a closed positive current o of type (n - 1, n - I) such that (w, m) is un 
admissible pair and the Dirichlet form of k’ on L *(D; m) is gicen bv (1. I ) 011 
C;(D). 
(ii) Conversely, any admissible pair (0, m) is related to an n- 
symmetric conformal martingale diffusion M E %’ in the preceding wav. 
Proof. Let M = (Z,, PJ be in the class ‘k’ and let (m, 8) the pair of 
symmetrizing measure and associated Dirichlet form. For u E C,*(D) we let 
MIU’ the martingale part of the semimartingale u(Z,) - u(Z,). Then we have 
for U, z: E C,“(D), 
because Z, is a conformal martingale and d(Za, Z”) = 0. If we denote 
by w,~ the smooth measure 121 of the complex-valued additive func- 
tional (Za, gD),, then w = (o,& is evidently positive definite and (2.61 
is translated into the relation p(,.,.) = ~,,,,l((au/iiz”)(az!/c?Z”) $ 
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(av/az”)(au/Z~)) w,,& where ,+,,,) is the smooth measure of (M l”l, M[“‘), . 
Since Z(u, v) = &q,,,,(D) [21, we arrive at the expression (1.1) of 8. It 
remains to prove the closedness of w. To see this, observe that the coordinate 
function za is locally in g[Z] and &?-harmonic, namely, Ci=, 
(%/a,?) wan = 0, 1 < a < n, v E C?(D), because Zp is a martingale 
[3, Appendix]. Hence, Cz,o=l J” (~/&?)(u(~u/~z~)) wan= 0, U, v E C?(D). 
In the same way, Cz,n=, I (a/aza)(u(&/Zo)) wan = 0, U, u E C:(D). These 
two equalities imply the desired closedness of w, 
i 
d(ud’u) A u = 0. 
Conversely suppose that we are given an admissible pair (w, m). Define B 
by (1.1). Then its closure 8 is a regular local Dirichlet form on L*(D; m) 
and consequently it is associated with an m-symmetric diffusion process 
M = (Z,,Pz) on D [2]. T o see M E 9, we take any holomorphic function 
v = v(z’,..., z”). Then u is locally in C?(D) c a[&?] and furthermore 
+?(u, v) = 0 for any u E CT(D) by virtue of the expression (2.2). This means 
[2, pp. 8 1, 1641 that the process v(Z,) is a continuous local martingale 
P, - a.e. for q.e., z E D. Q.E.D. 
3. PLURIPOLARITY IMPLIES (u,nz)-POLARITY 
Denote by ‘ZI the totality of admissible pairs and consider the subclass 
‘u,, = { (0, m) E VI; m charges no pluripolar set}. 
For (0, m) E VI,, we can define a related capacity Cap(wVm) by (1.1) and 
(2.5). A set B c D is called (w, m)-polar if Cap’“,m’(B) = 0. 
THEOREM 2. A pluripolar set is (co, m)-polar for any (w, m) E 3,. 
We prepare three lemmas for the proof. We fix (w, m) E ?I, and let pI the 
transition function of the associated conformal martingale diffusion 
M (NY) = (Z,, P,). An increasing sequence of closed sets {Fk} is called a nest 
if lim,,, Cap (w*m)(D - F,J = 0. A nest {Fk} is called regular if 
sup~(l,~ m) = F,, k = 1, 2 ,.... 
LEMMA 2. There exists a regular nest {Fk} such that, for any 
nonnegative continuous function f and for any t E Q + (positive rationals), the 
restriction pI f IFk is lower semicontinuous on F, for each k. 
Proof: Let C, be a countable dense subset of C,,(D). Since 
{ p,f;fE C, , t E Q, } are quasicontinuous, we can choose a common regular 
nest {Fk} such that ptf IFk is continuous for each k [3]. Lemma 2 holds for 
this {Fk}. Q.E.D. 
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We now need a more refined probabilistic characterization of (w, m)- 
polarity than (1.5). A set E is said to be properly exceptional (with respect to 
M(w,m) = (Z,,P,)) if E is Borel, m(E) = 0 and P;(Z, E D -E for any 
t ( [) = 1 for any z E D - E. It is known [2] that a set E is (w, m)-polar if 
and only if E has a properly exceptional superset. 
LEMMA 3. There exists a properly exceptional set N c D such that, for 
any nonpositive v E P, -v is MJl(w,m) -excessive on D - N: p,v(x) 1 v(x). t 1 0. 
xED-N. 
Proof. We may assume that v is a nonpositive bounded C” -function in P 
because the function in question is a decreasing limit of such type of 
functions. By virtue of Lemma 1, r is locally in (r [ pc(w,m’ ] and 
p(W3m)(~, v) = -I‘ U(Z) ,u(dz), u E C:(D), where p = C0,ir (i;‘*v/iiz” 83’) o,,/? 
is a positive Radon measure because v is plurisubharmonic. But this means 
[ 3, p. 1721 in the decomposition formula, v(Z,) - v(Z,) = MI”’ + NI”‘. P,- 
a.e. for q.e.z., that the second term NI”’ is a positive continuous additive 
functional. Since M:“’ is a local martingale and L’ is bounded continuous, we 
get p,v(z) > v(z) m-a.e., by taking the expectation. 
On the other hand, we know from Lemma 2 that the restriction to F, of 
ptv - v is upper semicontinuous. Hence plv(z) > v(z) for any z E U,F,. We 
may then take a properly exceptional set N containing D - iJ,F,, which is 
independent of U. Q.E.D. 
We are in a position to give a proof of the relation (1.7) stated in 
Section 1. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose D is bounded, then for any Bore1 set E c D, the 
inequalit.v, 
- 1 ~,*(z>f(z) m(dz) > \ P??oF < WV(Z) m(dz). 
-0 -II 
holds for any nonnegative m-integrable Bore1 functionf: 
Proof: For a nonpositive bounded v E P such that v < -1 on E, we see 
from Lemma 3 that (-v(Z,), P,), z E D -N, is a supermartingale. For 
compact Kc E, we have by the optional sampling theorem. 
-v(z) > -El(v(XuK); oK < cc~) > P,(a, < 00) z E D - N. since X,* E E. 
Taking infimum with respect to u and letting uKn+ crE, P;-a.e., we get 
-U,(Z) > P,(a, < co), z ED -N. Since N is properly exceptional and 
N, = {z E D: U~Z) # Us} is pluripolar by virtue of ] 1, Theorem 7.11, we 
have m(N U N,) = 0 and the proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2. First assume that the domain D is bounded. If 
E c D is a Bore1 pluripolar set, then the extremal function U: vanishes iden- 
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tically [ 1, p. 231 and we see the (w, m)-polarity of E by virtue of Lemma 4 
and (1.5). 
In order to remove the boundedness assumption on D, it suffices to make 
the following observation. Consider two domains D,, D, c C” such that 
D, 3 D,. Take an arbitrary admissible pair (w, m) relative to D, . Then it 
can be viewed also as an admissible pair relative to D,. We denote by Cap”’ 
and Cap(‘) the respective capacities. We have then, for E c D,, the 
equivalence, 
Cap”‘(E) = 0 o Cap’*‘(E) = 0, 
which follows from [2, Theorem 4.4.21 together with the spectral synthesis 
[2, Theorem 3.3.43. Q.E.D. 
4. A CHARACTERIZATION OF PLURIPOLAR SETS 
We have, for q =p + E ]z /*, p E P n Lz,(D), E > 0, the inequalities of 
measures, 
(dd’q)“” > ns(ddcp)“(“-‘) A dd’ 1z12, (4.1) 
(ddcq)h(n-‘)AddcJz12~&n-‘4”n!p,, (4.2) 
where p,, is, as before, the volume form on D. We can check these 
inequalities first for p E Pf7 Cm(D) and then using the Bedford-Taylor 
approximation theorem [ 11. We consider the family, 
for some strictly positive continuous function g on D}. 
LEMMA 5. (i) For PEP, we let t,~ = (ddcp)A(n-‘), m= 
WcpY’cn-” Addclz12. Then (W,m)E’U,. 
(ii) For p E P n L$(D) and E > 0, the function q = p + E 1 z I2 belongs 
to P,. 
ProojI (i) Because of m = 2 Co,,- and Lemma 1, it is clear that 
(u, m) E U. Since (dd’ 4)‘” charges no pluripolar set for any 
qEPnLE(D) 111, m charges no pluripolar set in view of (4.1). 
(ii) is clear from (4.2). Q.E.D. 
Given p E P,, we denote by 8@‘, Cap @‘), PI@’ the corresponding notions 
to the pair (w, m) of Lemma 5(i). “q.e.” means “except on a set N with 
Cap@‘(N) = 0.” 
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LEMMA 6. Suppose that D is bounded. Consider the diffusion 
K(P) = (Z,, PF’) for p E-P, and let c be its life time. Let (D,} be a sequencec 
of open sets such that D, c D, + , , D, T D. We put r, = inf(t > 0: Z, & D,,). 
Then 
= 1, z E D. (4.3) 
E”‘(<) < 4c, q.e. z E D, (4.4) 
where C = supZED /z/‘. 
ProoJ Since our Dirichlet form (1.1) admits no killing measure, (4.3) is 
a consequence of a general theorem 12, Theorem 4.5.31. To see (4.4). 
consider the function u(z) = IzI’, which is locally in G’ [PCp’]. By Lemma 1. 
~(u,v)=-~~vddclz~2Ao=-~jcdm, c E C:(D). 
and we see that, in the decomposition, 
u(Z,) - u(Z,) = My + Ay ) t < i. 
where N:” is a positive continuous additive functional with the Revuz 
measure irn and consequently equals to (t/2) 13, p. 1721. Since MI?,\,, is a 
martingale and has zero expectation, 
+E”‘(t A t,) = EF’(u(Z, A,n)) - u(z) < 2 ;i; /z 1’. 
Wethenletn+coandt+co. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7. Fix p E P, . Any function v E P n L:,(D) is then local[r in 
‘I’IF(P) 1, +?wq uasi-continuous and satisfies 
7(p)(v, w) = - (_ w dd’ v A w, w E C,: CD), 
where w = (dd’ p)“‘“- I). 
Proof: This is clear when v E Pn C”(D) (Lemma 1). Let 
ci E Pn C=(D) decrease to v E Pr”IL$(D). We again use the 
Bedford-Taylor approximation theorem [ 11. We have first 
lim wddcvi Aw= wdd’v Aw 
J J 
3 w E C,:-(D). i 1 r/ 
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We next use Theorem 2.7 of [I] to see that, for any p,,p2 E Pn LEJD), 
dp, A dCp, A o is well defined as a signed Radon measure and that, for any 
a, E c?(D)~ 
1 d(& - VU) A d’((ov’ - ~0) A w + 0. i-cc 
Hence, v is locally in c~[Z’@)] and rpv’ is &?@“-convergent to ov for 
v, E G?(D). Q.E.D. 
We are ready to prove the formula (1.8) stated in Section 1. 
LEMMA 8. Let D c C” be a strongly pseudoconvex domain and K be a 
compact subset of D. Then, for any integrable f > 0, 
- j-D uiXz)f(z) Wz) = ps~upq I, P?“(s < 00) f(z) Vdz). 
Proof Since V is absolutely continuous with respect to m for p E P, , the 
inequality > follows from Lemma 4. 
Let D, = {z E D: dist(z, 30) > l/1), then, by the assumption on D( [ 1 I), 
Since UK* is bounded plurisubharmonic, the function qk defined by 
(4.6) 
is an element of P,. We denote the corresponding quantities to qk by adding 
the superscript (k). In particular, CO(~) = (dd’q,J”(‘-‘) and rnck) = 
cock) A ddcIz12. 
We see by Lemma 7 that UK* is locally in %[kYCk)] and 
8(k)(~& u) = - j u dd’ u; A cock), v E C,“(D). Now 
dd’u; A cock’ = (dd’u;)“” + 9 (ddcu$)+‘) A dd’ /z12 
+ L (n - 1P - 2) 
k2 2 
(ddcu2)“(“-*) A (dd’ Iz~2)A2 + 1.’ 
< (ddcu,*)A” + 9 (dd’ qk) A(n-1) ,, dd’ lz12. 
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Since (dd”u,*)“” = 0 on D - K [ 11, we have, 
dd’u*A wtk) < 
n-1 
K , ~ mck’ on D - K, k 
which means, again by [ 3, p. 172 1, that, in the decomposition, 
uZ(Z,) - z$(Zo) = My + NpQ, t < i. 
n-l 
0 > Ni”;’ < - 
k 
t, t < UK A z, = 1. q.e. z E D. 
Taking the expectation and using (4.4) 
E;k’(~;(Z okArld) - G(z) = Elk’ Wi$!,,J 
< q Elk’(i) < k 
4(n - 1) c . q.e. z E D 
Notice that the set (z E K: U,*(Z) # -1 } c (u,* # U, ) is pluripolar by / 1 / 
and consequently of zero Cap%apacity by Theorem 2. Hence. 
-Elk’ (u~(Z~~): uK < co) = Pik’(aK ( co) for q.e. z E D. Letting t --+ 30. 
I+ co in the above inequality and noting (4.5). 
- UK*(Z) ,< P;k’(aK < 03) + -yy 
4(n- 1) c 
. q.e. z E D. 
Since Capck’(E) = 0 implies V(E) = 0, we can integrate both sides byfdV for 
nonnegative integrable f to get, 
- \ u,*(z)./-(z) V(dz) < E j pik)(oK < a) f(z) V(dz) 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. Let D be a strongly pseudoconvex domain of C”. If a Bore1 
set E E D satisfies CapcP’(E) = 0 for any p E P, then E is pluripolar. 
Since “24*= 0 V-a e” K 3 . . implies the pluripolarity of K, this theorem is 
immediate from Lemma 8. 
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